
TURNING ON THE MACHINE & OPENING POLLS

1. Uncover the machine.
Note:  The Styrofoam should be off and the monitor should already be in place.

2. Make sure the machine is plugged in and set the brakes on the machine.

3. TURN ON THE MACHINE FIRST
Turning on the Machine:
a. Open the Ballot Box Door, by removing the red wire seal and unlocking door.
b. Take out the ballot bag and the ATI device.
c. Turn on the machine by pressing the bottom button on the battery pack (REMEMBER NEVER          

PRESS THE TOP BOTTON).      
          Note:  If you hear a series of four beeps every 30 second that means the machine is not plugged in.

4. Open the Blue Supply Bag and take out the Security Pouch and open it and take out the keys to the machine and 
the security button. Take out the Before the Polls Open Canvass Seal Report and compare the Red Plastic Seal 
numbers from the Blue Supply Bag and the Security Pouch. Put those used seals in the Security Pouch, in the 
envelope labeled Used or Broken Seals.

5.  Mark Agree or Disagree that the key to the voting machine was delivered in a sealed pouch.

6. When the machine starts to beep continuously, insert the Security Key.
     Note:  Make sure it makes a semi-firm, flat connection with the machine.

7.  The screen will then say “Please Enter Password to Unlock the Device.” Enter the password that   is located on the
top right hand corner of you Canvass Seal Report. The screen will say “Key Accepted, Validating Election Files.”

8. The next screen asks if it is the right date and time. Verify time and press yes. If not, change date and time 
accordingly.

9. The next screen says “Election Files Validated.” 

10. After that it does a module check list. Let it run through all its processes. Do not press next; wait until it goes to the 
Administrative Menu.

11. On your Canvass Seal Report you are going to compare all the seals on the machine to the numbers that are 
already recorded; marking Agree or Disagree:

a. Compare the ICP Serial Number to the Canvass Seal Report by marking Agree or Disagree.
Note:  The ICP Serial Number is located on the machine in three places: On the side of the       
scanner, on the ballot box door, and on the emergency ballot door. The number always starts with 

NYJ.
b. Take off Ballot Box Seal (red wire seal), compare with the Canvass Seal Report. Put in the envelope labeled

Used or Broken Seals, which is in the Security Pouch by marking Agree or Disagree.
c. Take off ATI Port Seal (green), compare with the Canvass Seal Report, and put in the envelope labeled 

Used or Broken Seals which is in the Security Pouch by marking Agree or Disagree.
Note:  No other seals will be taken off the machine after this, until the polls close. 

d.   Compare the Flash Seal (red) to the Canvass Seal Report by marking Agree or Disagree.
e.   Compare the Printer Seal (red) to the Canvass Seal Report by marking Agree or Disagree.
f. Compare the Memory Card Seals (2), (red plastic) to the Canvass Seal Report by marking Agree or 

Disagree.
Note:  If any of these numbers do not agree please give us a call.

      
Continued on other side. →

12.  Attach monitor cover (the Laura Ingalls Wilder bonnet) to monitor.

13.  Take out the ATI device; to assemble it is three clicks:
a. Click the Headphones into the ATI Remote where it says Audio.
b. Click the Cable Cord in the port on the ATI Remote that looks like a telephone cord port.
c. Click the other end of the Cable Cord into the ATI Port on the machine.

        



14. Set the ATI Device on top of machine; leaving it there for the whole day. 

15. Once the Green Light is on, on the side of the machine, the screen should then say Administrative Menu. 

16. Push the button on the screen that says OPEN POLLS in the top left hand corner.

17. The next screen that comes up will ask you if you want a status or zero report. You want the ZERO report; press 
where it says ZERO.

18. The machine will print a report with all the offices and candidates. The machine prints one tape automatically. If you
need another tape, please press YES when the machine asks if you would like another tape; if not press NO. If you 
have one machine and more than one district programmed on the machine you need a tape for each district.

Note:  If you press STATUS, please call our office and we will walk you through the steps to get a ZERO report.
      

19. The machine is now ready to go.  The screen will say SYSTEM READY.

20. Check your tape to make sure that all totals are zero, except the Protective Counter Number.
Note:  If your tape is not all zeros, please give us a call immediately.

21. Please sign your tape(s) and put in the Security Pouch.

22. Now you need to complete the rest of Before the Polls Open Canvass Seal Report by marking Agree or Disagree for 
the rest of the given statements. 
Note: The Protective Counter Number is at the bottom of the tape above where you sign

23. Then all inspectors sign and put the Canvass Seal Report back in the Blue Supply Bag until the end of the night when 
you will need it to shut down the machine and close the polls.

24. Also make sure that all the appropriate signs are hung up and displayed in your polling site. 

 

        


